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TAILOR ED WORKSHOPS
We run a series of workshops for families listed below. Each series runs twice a year and we try to
change the time and venue with each series to make them accessible to a greater number of
people.
Understanding Autism: provides our most up to date understanding of autism and includes
examples of how autism affects different people in different ways.
Understanding Problem Behaviour: focuses on identifying and understanding the reasons children
with autism can display problem behaviour and principles for addressing this.
Models in Practice: gives examples of how the models explained in the Understanding Autism and
Understanding Problem Behaviour workshops can be used to support children in specific areas.
Introducing Systems that Support Understanding: There are several teaching techniques and
communication systems that the Tailor Ed team have found helpful in supporting a variety of daily
living activities and skills. In this workshop we’ll cover how to design and implement these
effectively at home. We will include supports such as sand timers, visual timetables, choice boards
and reward charts.
Social Stories & Comic Strip Conversations: covers two approaches that can be used to support
clear communication between you and your child. Social Stories are useful in providing relevant
information about social situations and Comic Strip Conversations can be used to facilitate
conversation with your child and help them to consider thoughts and feelings.
Sign-a-long: This is open to parents who would like to be taught a range of functional signs and also
learn when and how to apply signing most effectively to support communication. We run this if
people get in touch to ask for this particular workshop.
Teaching play skills: This workshop covers techniques that can help a child with autism develop
their play skills. This includes playing independently and with others as well as approaches to
introducing them to new interests. Please note that as with all other workshops, this is not for
children to attend.
All events are advertised on our website http://tailoredfoundation.co.uk/. We will also send you
invites if you are a member of our Facebook discussion group.
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